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STRUCTURAL RACISM V. 
COLORBLIND IDEOLOGY



Colorblind 
Ideology Says

“Only the absence of accounting for race will bring racial equality. 
We must reject all racial categorizations, record-keeping, and make 
no distinctions based on race. Race no longer matters.”

“Assumes that racial hierarchies are not already in play. If left to its 
own devices, the world would be a just and harmonious place. If we 
end the ability to see color, society on its own will adjust.”

“Since most people believe in racial equality, since the laws have 
been changed to “outlaw” discrimination and since I don’t see color 
(so I can’t be racist) and since no special benefits are accrued to me 
based on whiteness, racism isn’t causing these inequalities.”

What remains as a possible reason? Behavior.



“The central conservative truth is 
that it is culture, not politics that 
determines the success of a 
society.”

Daniel Patrick Moynihan
The Negro Family: The Case for National Action,1965



 
“We have got this tailspin of 
culture, in our inner cities in 
particular, of men not working 
and just generations of men not 
even thinking about working or 
learning the value and the 
culture of work, and so there is 
a real culture problem here that 
has to be dealt with.”

Paul Ryan

The War on Poverty 
50 Years Later 2014







Healthy Families





Infant Mortality and Selected Birth Characteristics Report
DHEC 2022





 
“Could it just be that African-Americans or 
the colored population do not wash their 
hands as well as other groups or wear a 
mask or do not socially distance 
themselves?” he said. “Could that be the 
explanation of why the higher incidence?”

Stephan A. Huffman, MD -- Ohio Senator on June 9, 2020



Food Access





Predominately black 
neighborhoods had higher access 
to fast food restaurants while 
poverty was not an independent 
predictor of fast food access. 

Peter James, et al.



Longevity







Access to Care





Break Out 
Groups

In small groups, 
discuss the 

information that 
you just heard. 
What did you 
know? What 

surprised you?







Unconscious Bias definition
Unconscious Bias refers to the attitudes, 
stereotypes and beliefs that affect our 
understanding, actions and decisions in an 
unconscious manner. It can impact how we judge 
people and how we treat people.







Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dlwkvB0Diz4


Exercise #1



If you can raed tihs 
praapragh, it’s bcsecuae 
our mnids are vrey good 
at ptuting tgoehter peiecs 
of ifnroamtoin in a way 
taht is esay for us to make 
snese of.Our mnids do 
tihs atoumtaicllay, whituot 
our cosncoius cotnrol.



Exercise #2



Red Blue
Blue Orange
OrangeRed
BrownBrown
Green Red



Exercise #3



Brown Red
Green Brown
Red Orange

Orange Red
Blue Blue





Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tjOlMH2lMg
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